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Let G be a finitely generated accessible group. We will study the homology of G with coefficients 
in the left G-module H’(G ; Z[G]). This G-module may be identified with the G-module of 
continuous functions with values in 2 on the G-space of ends of G, quotiented by the constant 
functions. The main result is as follows: Suppose G is infinite, then the abelian group 
H,(G ; H’(G ; Z[G))) has rank 1 if G has a free subgl*oup of finite index and it has rank 0 if G has 
not. 
mis paper is largely inspired by [3] which contains the main result restricted to 
the fundamental groups of closed and orientable 3-manifolds by means of the 
following transcription. If G = n1M3, H’(G ; Z[G]) is isomorphic to the second 
homotopy group m2M of M and H,(G ; H’(G ; Z[G])) is isomorphic to the 
“obstruction group” H*(M; 7r2M). Both isomorphisms use essentially Poincar6 
duality. In [43 also the group H2(G ; H’(G ; Z[ d])), for G = w,M’, plays an 
important role. 
In Section 1 we recall the definition of accessibility. In Section 2 we give? for 
accessible groups G, a presentation ofthe G-module H’(G ; Z[ G]). In Section 3 we 
find a long exact sequence containing among others the abelian groups 
&(G ; H*(G ;Z[G])) and we will find the main result. 
1. Preliminaries and the accessibility hypothesis 
We consider finitely generated groups. The number of ends of a group G is 
denoted by e(G), e(G) = 0, 1,2 or infinite. G is finite if and only 1: e(G) = 0. The 
group ring Z[ G] becomes aleft G-module by the rule g(x ni 9 gi) = % ni l gig-‘. If G 
is infinite, H’(v ; Z[ G]) is a torsion free abelian group of r&Ilk e(G) - 1. 
Convention. By a generalized free product we understand a construction of the 
form G1*Fo G2 or GF, T) 4 in which one assumes implicitly that &is a finite proper 
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subgroup of Gt and GZ, that Fi is a finite subgroup of G and that CP : R -3, G is a 
monomorphism (see [6; 3A5]). The following theorem is due to Stallings: 
Theorem 1 ([6; 4A8.3 and 5A9]). Let G be u group ; e(G) 3 2 if and only if C3 is a 
(&on tfiuial) gen@alized free product. 
De&W013 I. Let i =: 0 or i = 1. % is the smallest class containing the groups G 
such that e(G) g i and cIosed under generalized free product operations. 
The groups in 9& are called accessible [ 2, 71. 
Examples of acces&le groups are the following: 
a, torsion free grou ps (by Theorem 1 and the Grushko Theorem, see 17, p. 146]), 
b, fundamental gnups of compact 3-manifolds (by the Loop and Sphere 
Theorem [6] and tht: Grushko Theorem), 
c. finitely presenttdd groups G for which H&3 ; H’(G ; Z[ G])) is finitely gener- 
ated (by [I]). 
The groups in go are characterized as folIows: 
Theorem 2 ([S]). G E 5% if and only if G has a free subgroup of finite index. 
[For the necessity see Section 3, Remark 2.1 
In the sequel we will make the -foilowing hypothesis: 
The groups under consideration are finiteiy genenerated and accessible. 
A finite subgroup F’ of a generaIized free product G1 *& (resp. GF 3 4) is 
conjugated to a subgroup F” of G1 or Gz (resp, of G) (see e.g. [7; Theorem 61). 
From this one gets easily the following 
Cansequence. Let G be a group. Then there exists an Eilenberg-MaeLane (EM) 
CW complex K(G, 1) = K with a finite l-skeleton and a subcomplex V which is a 
finite union of EM spaces with finite fundamental group such that 
a. V has a neighbourhood U, isomorphic to V x [ - 1, + l] in such a way that V 
corresponds to V x 0 (int U (resp. XI) is the part of U corresponding to 
V X (- I, + 1) (resp. V X (- 1, + l})), 
b. W = K - int U is a union of EM spaces with fundamental groups with 0 or 1 
end, 
c. let W’ be a component of W and V’ be one of W’ fl U, then vl V’-+ wl W’ is JI 
monomorphism. 1 
We will not distinguish omology and cohomology of the group G from those of 
the corresponding space hT(G, 1). 
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2. A G-resolution of H I( G ; Z[ G]). 
The abeiian group H’(G ; k[ G]) is a G-module by the left multiplication on the 
coeacient system Z[G], Let K, V, U a-d W be as above and let [ : V x 
[ - 1, + l]-, U be an isomorphism such that 6 1 V x 0 : V x 04 V is the projection. 
De@nitk~n 2. Let Vj (resp. Wi) be a connected component of V (resp. W). Then 
for iE Cz(+l, -l), 
P(W~,V~E): HO(Wi ;Z[G])+ H”(l$ ;Z[G]) 
is the restriction homomorphism with respect o the “injection” 
0d.r 1 
5:: &- VjX{E}2 Wi if g(V, x(&})C Wi 
and it is the zero homomorphism if not. 
Lemma 
where p 
Proof. 
1. If G is infinite, there is u short exact sequence 
O+H”(W;ZIGj)-ho(V;ZIG]) -H’(K;Z[G])-0 
is defined as follows 
H’(W;Z(G]) HTV; Z[G]) 
One has the Mayer-Vietoris equence of the subcomplexes W and U of K, 
using the coefficient system Z[G] : f 
+ H”(K)-+ H”(W)@ H’(U)-, w”(aU)+ H’(K)+ H’(W)@H’(U)+. 
Since G is infinite, H”(K) = H”(G ; Z( G]) = 0. H[ G] is a free module over the rings 
[ nl Wi] and Z[ 7~141 for every component Wi and & of W and V. Moreover pzT1 Wi
and 7~1 Vj have at most 1 end, so also H’( W)$ H’(U) = 0. The homomorphism 
N’(W)@ H’(U)-+ H’@U) of the sequence is the difference of the restrictions 
associated to the injections of XJ in W and U. The cokernel of the injective 
restriction H’(U)* H’(dU) coincides with the surjection 
4fl vxt-1.+1w 
H’(dU) = HO(Vx{+ l})@H’(Vx{- a))-+H’(V) 
given by the difference of the homomorphisms induced by the isomorphisms 
V=#X(&}for E = +1,-l. n 
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3. The study of H,(G ; H’(G ; Z[G])) 
Lemma 1 gives rise to the long exact sequence 
H,(G ; H”(W; WI)) L H,(G; H*(V;Z[G])) 
( ) s 
fi,(G ; H’(G ; WI)) 
where p is the Bockstein homomorphism of degree - 1. 
Let X = V or X = W, then one has canonical isomorphisms 
H,(G; H*(X :Z[G])) = Cl3 H,(G ; H”(Xc ; ZIG])) 
Xk cotiponent 
OfX 
= $ H,(mX,t ; H”(Xk ; ZCmX])) 
xk 
where the last isomorvhism uses the fact that ncTIXk is a subgroup of G (change of 
rings [2; Ch. X, 7.41). If rrlXk is infinite, H*(Xi ; Z[7rlXk]) = 0 and if it is finite, 
H”(Xk ; H [ ?rtXk]) = Z with the trivial nlXk -action. 
Definition 3. Let V9 W<, E, 5; be as in Definition 2. If wl Wi is finite, the transfer 
with respect to the injcqtion 5;: Vi + Wi is the following composition: 
H*(W ;H*(K ;z[~~W]):~ = H*(&; H*(& ;H[ml&]))= H*(y ;Z). 
If not ((Vi x&)C Wi then we put tr(Wi, V;,&),=O. 
Of course tr( W;:, Vi, E)* coincides with the composition: 
\ 
from which follows: 
Lemma 2. The long exact sequence (S) is identical to a long exact sequence in 
which /3’ is of degree - 1: 
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We are now ready to obtain the main result. 
Theorem 3. Let G be an infinite, finitely generated and accessible group. The 
finiteiy generated abelian group Hl( G ; H ‘(G ; iE [ G])) has runk I if G E 9, and 0 if 
Ge St.,. 
Proof. Let A = c 8 * tr( Wi, vi, &)o (see Lemma 2). We prove that ker A = Z if r1 Wi 
is finite for every component Wi of W and that ker A = 0 if not. This suffices since 
Lemma 2 gives rise to an exact sequence 
and H,( VI ; Z) is finite for every component Vj of V. 
If WI Wi is finite and [f$Vj) C Wi then it follows immediately from the definition 
that tr( Wi, Vi, E )o : Ho( Wi ; Z)-* HO( 6 ; Z) is the multiplication by the index 
:[rrtwi;(tfi)# StVj] x1 n*Wi I/I VZVj 1 in the infinite cyclic group. Denote the 
canonical generator of I&( Wi ; 2) by Wi and suppose x ni Wi E kerd. 
If X = U {W ; Q # 0) is neither empty nor equal to W, there is a component 
Vi’= e(v;- x(e)) (th e notations are as in Section 2.) such that Vf CX and not 
Vy” C X. But then the Vj term of A (x nj Wj) is not zero. In particular ker A = 0 if W 
has a component with infinite fundamental group. 
If X = W, nj 1 a-1 Wi I doesn’t depend on the component Wi because K is 
connected. So by denoting k. = lcm( I7Tl Wi 1; Wi component Of W}, E ?&Wi is a 
multiple Of Cr (&*/I rl Wi 1). Wie a 
Remark I. The homology groups in question are of a contravariant nature. The 
homomorphism associated to a subgroup G’ of G is the one induced by the 
restriction: For i, j = 0, 1, . . . one has 
frG’.G : Hs(G ; H'(G ; [G]))* Hi(G ; Hj(G’; z[G]))= Hi(G’; H’(G’; Z[G’])). 
Remark 2. Suppose G E so. Let A be the generator of an infinite cyclic direct 
summand af W,(G ; H’(G ;;e[G])) such that P’(A) = E(kJl7~1 Wi I) Wi. (We use 
the notation of Lemma 2 and Theorem 3.) It is clear that one can glue ko/l s-1 Wi 1 
copies of the universal covering of Wr by means of copies of the universal coverings 
of components of U to get a finite covering of K. By the van Kampen Theorem the 
fundamental group of this covering is free. 
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